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ABSTRACT

We have used a mode! of a lattice gas defined on a tangled chain to study the
enzyme kinetics by a modified transfer matrix method. By using a simple iterative al-
gorithm we have obtained different kinds of saturation curves for different configurations
of the tangled chain and different types of the additional interactions. In some special
cases of configurations and interactions we have found the same equations for the satu-
ration curves, which we have obtained before studying the lattice gas model with nearest
neighbor interactions or the lattice gas model with alternate nearest neighbor interactions,
using different techniques as the correlated walks' theory, the partition point technique or
the transfer matrix method. This more general model and the new results could be useful
for the experimental investigations.
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1 .Introduction

The Ising and related models like lattice gas have been

applied with some success to a. number of biological problems

C [1] .[2] ) .Interestingly concepts derived for spin glasses re-

cently find applications in neurobiology, in neural or immune

network and in information science( [3]-[6] ) .At present,from

the strong resemblance between lattice gases and cellular

automata ,very often , lattice gases referred to as cellular

automata and with this " language " it is possible to realize

some interesting evolution in biological applications ( [7]-

[9] ).Thus a lattice gas can be defined in such a way that it

appears as a particular instance of a cellular automata,but

it is not natural and .indeed,nothing is gained by that prac-

tice , may be, something is lost ( [10] ).Following the natural

way,in [ll]-[13] we have studied a lattice gas model with the

nearest neighbor interaction to find the equations for enzyme

kinetics by using a correlated walks'theoryfin absence or in

presence of an external field )and variational procedures.Also

in [14]-[16] we have considered the one-dimensional lattice

gas models with the next-nearest neighbor interactions( [14] )

and the alternate nearest neighbor ferromagnetic interactions

( [15]),using the transfer matrix method,the correlated walks'

theory and the partition point technique{ [16] ).

In the present work we shall study the enzyme kinetics

by using a lattice gas model defined on a tangled chain.Where

the lattice touches itself(knots),two otherwise distant parts

of the original lattice are brought into proximity(Fig. 1 ) and



coupled by a bond across the chain.Thus, the atoms placed on

the original lattice now have some additional bonds across

the chain.( It is these additional bonds which have been ex-

ploited to construct metastable spin systems ([17]-[18]) ).In

our case we shall study the chain in which the knots are dis-

tributed uniformaly.

2.Lattice gas model on a tangled chain

2.1 The model

Consider an enzyme with N sites for substrate. We number

the sites by an index i=l,2,...,N and associate with each si-

te a parameter qi,which takes two values: +1 if the i-th site

is occupied by substrate and 0 if the i-th site is unoccupied

by substrate.So a configuration of the molecule is specified

by the values of {qi ,qa , .. . ,qn} and we can interpret it as a

lattice gas model where,not as before,the atoms placed on the

original lattice have also additional bonds across the chain.

Consider the tangled chain shown in Fig.2a .To study the

saturation or the variation of the average fraction of occu-

pied sites versus the concentration of substrate for diffe-

rent temperature, the only pertinent information for that or

as far as thermal properties are concerned, is how the atpms

are coupled with each other.Therefore, we stretch the tangled

chain while allowing those additional bonds across the chain

also to stretch as shown in Fig.2b.The dotted lines represent

these stretched "long range" bonds ( assumed to be uniformaly

distributed along the chain I.e. the "long range" bonds are

placed at equal intervals ).We suppose that there are i of

them uniformaly distributed along the chain. Between the two

opposite ends of each long range bond,there are m sites.The-

re are nx> sites between one end of a long range bond and the

beginning of the next long range bond(Fig.3 ).These parameters

are then related to the total number of sites by N=i(ni + nz+2)

where the number 2 is to count those sites coupled by the

long range bonds.(The thermodynamic limit will be taken by

letting N approach infinity).

2,2 The Hamiltonian of the system

For the present model the hamiltonian of the system is:

H(q) = Ho(q) + H'(q) (2.1 )

where:
Ho(q)= -J Z

nn
qi

HI(q)= -J'Z qiqj
dn

and M is the chemical potential.

(2.2)

(2.3)

The pure system Hamiltonian Ho(q) represents the coupling of

all atoms with their nearest neighbors (nn) along the chain

with an interaction constant J.The " perturbation" term H'(q)

adds additionai bonds between selected pairs of distant neigh-

bors (dn) with a coupling constant J'.Not all atoms have such

a"long range" bond,and therefore this model is different from

the other one-dimensional models which have true long range

bonds as f.e.the Ising model used in [14] to study the enzyme

kinetics.

Considering the spin variable Si= 2qi -1 the effective

part of the Hamiltonian can be rewritten:



H.t-.CS) = Ho.r.(S)

where:

H'»f.(S) (2.1*)

Ho«t .(S)= - SiSj - (2.2')

(2.3')
dn dn

with Ji=J/4 , H={ f< + J)/2 , Ji'=JV4 and W"=J'/2

H'.f.(S> -Ji'Z SiSj - H'Z Si
dn dn

3. The transfer matrix method and the saturation curves.

3.1 A simple case (ni=ri2=2)

Following [18] , it is helpful to consider the chain as

consisted of many small segments which are tied together at

"knots",to take a segment and treat it in terms of an effecti

-ve coupling between,and an effective field acting on,the two

spins on the opposite ends only.Thus,for a segment of a chain

consisting of (n+2) spins we can show that:

Tr{exp[-Ho«i .(Si ,S2, . . . ,Sr,+2)] >=c,,+( Si+Sn+2 )yn+SiSn<-2Xn (3.1 )

where the trace has been taken over Sz ,Sa,...,Sn+i-The traced

middle part , independent of the rest of the chain has left a

temperature dependent constant cn . an effective field yn and

en effective coupling x,, for the tw,o spins remaining at the

opposite ends.These coefficients may be generated from co> Yo

and xa .i.e.,from a two-spin segment which has no middle part

(n=0) by:

'x,i y,i\ I xr.-i yn--i \ / x o yc

Cn 1 / \ yo Ct

= 2 (3.2)

where:

=ch(( ) ( ) s h ( k)sh(h)( }+Kr+2
yo=«xp(k )ch(h)sh(h )=(Kr-1 )/u=y-o/u
x h ( k)hs( h)+sh( k )ch=( h)=(

}+Kr+2ri-'a)/u=c 'o/u
(3.3)

with K=Ji/kQT ( kQ-the Boltzmann constant and T-the absolute

temperature) , h=H/2keT , K=exp( J/koT) • * = r =exp( /</kGT)

and u s4K^tr^2.

In actual case we have chosen n=2 ,i.e., 2 spins between

each pair of spins coupled by a long range bond , and also 2

spins in each untangled part.From (3.2) and (3.3) it is easy

to show that:

(3.4)

2-2K2r15'-^-2r^/»)/ui

The transfer matrix is given by:

A + + T+ \ /a(k,k'.h) b(k,k',h)\ /a(k,O,h) b(k.O,h)\

H
\T-+ T I yb(k,k',h) d(k,k',h) / lb(k,O,h) d(k,O,h)y

where the first matrix represents the tangled part and the

second matrix the untangled part,and:

{a(k,k' ,h)=a(k,k' ,h,h' )-(c+2y+x)(ch k'+sh k')(ch h*+sh h ' )*

b(k.k>,h)=b(k,k',h,hp)=(c-xKch k'-sh k")

d(k,k',h)=d(k,k'.h,h')«(c-2y+x)(ch k'+sh k'Xch h'-sh h' )=

with k'=( Ji '/kBT)=( J V4k eT) and h '=( WV2k aT )=( J V4koT )=k ' .

Denoting K'=* exp( J VkeT)- K" ( e=J'/J ) we can write:

where

| b=b( k.k'.hWc-xXK'h1^ =bo(K')

I d=d( k , k', h )=( c-2y+x )( K • Y •>-•">> =do( K

"ao = a(k,O,h) = c+2y+x

b o = b(k,O,h) = c-x

do = d(k,O,h) = c-2y+x

(3.6)

(3.7)



>,I,*X*4I>
ft fi> r* .1: y

C3.8)

From (3.5) we obtain:

= A « aa« + bbo

T, = B = abo + bdo

T- i = C = bao + dbu

T = D = bbo + ddo

and for the larger eigenvalue of the transfer matrix :

L,,,.« = L.t =(1/2){(A+D) + [(A-D)a + 4BC]l-'*> (3.9)

Since the maximum eigenvalue LmIX is equal to the grand

partition function per box ( or m + na+2 sites),in the thermo-

dynamic limit, the equation of state is derived as

p = lim { N ikeT ln[ L,n., ] N A n + nrHS) } (3.10)

So,for the density calculation we can use the formula:
1 A 1 r 31 A

d = -- + r (p/kBT)« — +
2 dr 2

In Lni. (3.11)

Denoting:

Di = [ 4r + ( 1 - Kr )a] i'*

Da = Kr + 1

D3 = K^r2 - Kr + 3r + 1

D4 = K^r2 + Kr + r + 1

I Ds = Kr - 1

from (3.4),(3.6),(3.7) and (3.8) we obtain:

(3.12)

A-D=ui [(K'-l (3.13)

with Ui=8;L'K-3-'2r -1 .

Considering the relations (3.9), (3.12) and (3.13), from

(3.11) we cart obtain the saturation curves in d-r diagram, in

the particular case ni=ns=2 .for different values K and K'(or

for different values of reduced temperature t ( K=exp(1/t) )

and parameter e of interactions(J/J') .In these figures(Fig .A .

a,b...) d is the average fraction of occupied sites for enzy-

me kinetics and r is interpreted as a measure of the concen-

tration of substrate(r is "the average ratio" of the probabi-

lity that a site is occupied to the probability that a site

is unoccupied).

In the case 3io(K'=l ),i.e.,when there are no additional

bonds,from (3 .13),consider ing (3.9) and (3.13),we find:

d=(r/6)-*— In * ) * =( r/6 )---ln( Di + D2

= r{KDi + [KD2 + 2(1 - K)])/[Di(0i + D2)] (3.14)

which we have obtained before ( [11]-[13] ).

Also,in the special case: J'=o ( K"=l ) and J=0 ( K=l ),

i.e.,where there are no bonds at all,we find :

d=(r/6)-^-ln [2(1 + r)]* = r/( 1 + r) (3.15)
3--

which is the classical Michaelis-Henri equation.This equation

fits the myoglobin saturation curve and the initial reaction-

rate curve for classical enzymes extremely well.In this last

equation the"units" are chosen ao that half-saturation occurs

at concentration unity .In Fig.4b are plotted some of the re-

scaled curves d=f(r) on the concentration scale chosen so

that half-saturation always occurs at concentration unity. To

represent diagrammatically the variation of the saturation

curve from the values e of the interactions constants in Fig.

4 c,d are plotted in the d-r diagram some of the non-rescaled

d=f ( r) at two chosen reduced temperatures(t = l and t = 10).It is



clearly visible from these curves that,in the case of repulsi-

ve additional interactions ( e<0 ) the saturation is "slower"

than in the case of attractives ones (e>0 ).This influence is

lower in the high temperature region.By fitting these theore-

tical curves to experimental ones.it is possible to determine

the "adjustable" parameters K and e (i.e.,the interaction con-

stants J and J' ).

3.2 The general case ( ni * nj )

Following the same procedure we can study other cases

with n * 2 or a more general case where the number of sites

between each pair of sites coupled by a long range bond is

different from the number of sites in the untangled part .From

(3.2) we have the recurrence relations:

,i = 2( Kn-lXo + yn iyo )

t y,,~iCo )

+ Cn-lCo )

(3.2* )

(3.16)

X'(n) = x'n • X'n-lX'o +

c"(n) =E c'n = y',, iy'

with x'o ,y'o and c'o given through (3.3),we can write:

2n/u"+1 )x'n= v(n)x'r,

)y'n= v( n>y " „

)c"n= v(n)c'n

(3.17)

f ( £ ( ^
bo=v( n 2 ) [c '{ n £ )-x •( n 2 )] =v( n £ )b 'o
Ldo=v( Ha )[c '( Da )-2y '( na ) + x '( n 2 )] =v( n^ )d '

C3-18)

and:

a=v( ni )K "*/A [c '( m )+2y '( nj )+x *( n-i)] =v( n

b=v( ni )K *••••i-'4 [c '( n i )-x '( n i )] =v( rn )K '

c=v( n i )K *""1 X 4 [c '( n i )-2y '( ni ) + x '( m )]

S u b s t i t u t i n g ( 3 .2 ' ) , ( 3 . 1 6 ) - ( 3 . 1 9 ) i n ( 3 . 8 ) we o b t a i n :

( A=K ' ~ i ^^v f n i + n^ )( K *ci 'a Fo+b *b 'o )=K * ^ ^ 4 v ( n i + n^ )A *

B=K ' - i ^ v ( m+r taX K 'a 'b 'o+b 'd ' o )=K ' - i -" t v ( n i + n^ )B '

D=K' i " * v ( n i + n 2 ) ( b ' b ' o + d ' d ' o K 1 1 ' ' 4 v( m + n2 )D '

From ( 3 . 9 ) and ( 3 . 2 0 ) we can w r i t e :

(3.19

(3.20)

or from {3.11) for the density:

d = [r/( m + na+2 )] ( - — L " )/L "

(3.21)

(3.22)

By using a simple iterative algorithm[19] we obtain different

kinds of saturation curves for enzyme kinetics ,for different

configurations of the tangled chain ( different values of m

and nz ) and different types of the additional interactions

( different values of e=J*/J).Som» of these saturation curves

at fixed reduced temperature in the d-r diagram are represen-

ted in Fig.5a,b,...In Fig.5a and 5b we can see also the satu-

ration curve in the case when e=0 (J'=0),which is independent

from the values of m and na,while in Fig.5a (and in the Fig.

Sg ) the saturation curve In the case m = 0 and na=0 (e # 0 ) ,

which corresponds to the case of lattice gas model with alter-

nate nearest neighbor interactions (concretely with Ji= J"+ J

and Ja = J),studied by us in [15] . This last case can be use-



ful to describe the relation between the rate and the substra-

te concentration or the transient behavior of bioreacting sys-

tem involving two independent mechanisms [20] .

To observe more closely the influence of the additional

bonds J' in the process of saturation we have studied also

the "symmetric" cases for the same size of one "box"(Fig.3).

For example , in Fig.6a,b,... we have plotted the saturation

curves for I:( ru = 0,0.2=1 ) and II:( m=l,ni=0 ), at different

values of the reduced temperature t and the interaction con-

stant e.In general,the difference between I and II is=For e>0

or J*>O,the best saturation is in the I-case for small values

of rCf.e. in the case e=l,t=l,from r=0 to r*0.2 (Fig.6a )),

while for the big values of r it is the contraire and the di-

fference between I and II begins to disappear because bigger

the occupation than better is "the interaction in distance".

For high values of temperature(f.e. t=10 in Fig.6b) t,he diffe-

rence between the configurations I and II for the process of

saturation is disappeared.In the case when e*-l,for the small

values of r.i.e.,when the occupation is faible .the repulsive

interaction between the first and the third sites in configu-

ration II is not taking part in the process of the saturation

and for that reason this configuration is more favorable to

the saturation then the configuration I , where the first and

the second site do not really interact because J=J and J*=~j

(Fig.6c).For higher values of r the configuration I has three

sites and two active positive bonds .while the configuration

II has three sites and three positive bonds and a negative

10

one (between the first and the third site),which is very acti-

ve for a good occupation .For that reason the process of satu-

ration in this region of r is faster in *• he configuration I.

(Fig.fee) Some other cases of this "game" of interactions are

represented diagrammatically in Fig.6d,e.

4. Conclusions

In this paper,by using a one-dimensional lattice gas mo-

del defined on a tangled chain,we have demonstrated the influ-

ence of the additional interaction in the process of the satu-

ration for the enzyme kinetics curves .Also ,we have studied

analytically and represented diagrammatically the influence

of different configurations of the tangled chain to this pro-

cess of saturation.For the same configuration,we have obtain-

ed numerically and represented diagrammatically how slower is

the saturation in the case of repulsive additional interac-

tion in comparision with the case of attractive ones. Also,we

have shown that the equations for the saturation curve in the

limit of the only nearest neighbor interactions(J'=0 or K'=l)

i.e.,when there are no additional bonds,reduce to an equation

which we have fojnd before by using a correlated walks'theory

and in the limit of no interactions between sites(J=0 or K=l,

J'=0 or K" = l ) ,i.e..when there are no bonds at all,to the cla-

ssical Michaelis-Henri equation. For a special configuration

of the tangled chain ( ni=0 ,n2=0 ) the saturation curves are

reduced to some other diagrams.which we have obtained before

for a lattice gas model with alternate nearest neighbor inter-

actions .These new equations and diagrams of saturation curve,



obtained from this more general model, can be useful for the

experimental investigation and by their fitting to experimen-

tal diagrams.it is possible to estimate the interaction para-

meters .character izing the system.
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Figure captions

Fig.l Two otherwise distant parts of the original lattice

are brought into proximity and coupled by a bond

across the chain.

Fig.2 a)The tangled chain.

b)The stretched tangled chain.The dotted lines repre-

sent the stretched additional "long range" bonds.

Fig.3 A "box" or a segment of the chain , consisted of a

tangled part and an untangled one.C In general, the

number of sites m between each pair of sites coup-

led by a long range bond is different from the num-

ber of sites nsi in the untangled part).

Fig.4 The variation of the saturation curves at some fi-

xed reduced temperatures t and interaction parame-

ters e in the d-r diagram for the case ni = ri2*2 .

a )The influence of the temperature in the saturation

for e = l .

b)Fig.4a replotted on a scale so that half-saturation

always occurs at concentration unity,

c }Some of nonrescaled saturation curves for different

types and values of e at a chosen temperature t=l.

d)The same variations as in Fig.4c at higher tempera-

ture (t=10).The process of saturation is slower.

Fig.5 Some of nonrescaled saturation curves for different

configurations (different values of ni and nz ) and

different values of t and e.

a )The case ni=O ,na»O .The upper curve is for t = l and

Fig.6

e=l (the case of alternate interactions with Jx~2J

and Ji=J ) and the bottom one for t = l and e = 0(or J' =

=0,i.e.,the case of nearest neighbor interactions).

b )m= l,-..,5 from up to down.( The additional, bonds

are going to be less frequent).

c )ni>=l, . - . .5 from up to down.

d)For e=0.1 (J'= 0.1J) and t=l the process of saturating

is nearly uninfluenced by the configuration.

e)m = l 6 from up to down. For e = 10 the saturation

is faster.

f )ri£=l , . . . ,fc from up to down.(For e~10 the process of

saturation is nearly the same as in Fig.Se .which

means that the total number of active bonds is more

important than the concrete configuration for the

process of saturation in this case . )

g )( ni ,n.2)=( 0 ,0 ) (5,5) from up to down.( The satu-

ration is going to be slower because the additional

bonds are going to be less frequent in the chain.)

The comparision of saturation curves for two chain

conf igurations:I( ni=0 ,n2=l )' and II( ni = l ,n;?=0 ).

a)FTom r=0 to r*0.2 the saturation is faster in the

configuration I .further in II.

b )For high values of temperature the difference bet-

ween I and II related to the process of saturation

is disappeared.

c )The configuration II is more favorable to the satu-

ration for small values of r.For higher values of r



the process of saturation is faster in II .

d)For t=l and e=5 the curve which corresponds to the

configuration II is a little up.

e )The bottom curve corresponds to the configuration I

and the upper one to the configuration II.
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